INTRODUCTION
Accurate perception of gravity is important for spatial orientation, postural balance, and the regulation of gait. Multiple sensory signals contribute to the central processing of this percept, including signals from visual, vestibular, and somatosensory systems (Angelaki and Cullen 2008; Carriot et al. 2011; Lackner and DiZio 2005; Mittelstaedt 1992 Mittelstaedt , 1995 Mittelstaedt , 1996 . These sensory signals may be supplemented by cognitive signals that reflect previously experienced head orientations, as we and others have suggested before (Clemens et al. 2011; De Vrijer et al. 2008; MacNeilage et al. 2007; Van Barneveld et al. 2011) .
How multiple sensory and cognitive signals are integrated to provide a percept of gravity direction is difficult to establish. One reason is that the contribution of each of the signals cannot be isolated. For example, roll tilting the head is detected not only by neck proprioceptors but also by vestibular sensors located in the inner ear. Another reason is that cues may be in conflict with each other; for example, visual cues could conflict with graviceptive information provided by the otoliths and pressure receptors (Eggert 1992 (Eggert , 1998 Matin 2005a, 2005b; Matin and Li 1995; Vingerhoets et al. 2009) . A third reason is that sensory signals are often ambiguous, e.g., the otoliths cannot distinguish gravity from other linear accelerations (Angelaki and Yakusheva 2009; Fernández and Goldberg 1976) . A final reason is that sensory and neural signals are inherently noisy, the level of which may depend on the strength of the signal (Clark et al. 2015; Faisal et al. 2008; Sober and Körding 2012) . All of these factors have some interplay in the integration process, which in turn influences activity at central levels.
This integration process is often said to be flawed, because our perception of gravity is distorted, especially when we are tilted or in motion (Alberts et al. 2016; Aubert 1861; Clemens et al. 2011; Mittelstaedt 1983; Tarnutzer et al. 2010) . However, recent modeling studies have suggested that these perceptual distortions are the result of an optimal multimodal integration process for gravity perception that involves Bayesian inference (Clemens et al. 2011; Eggert 1998; MacNeilage et al. 2007 ). In such a framework, the brain is supposed to combine prior beliefs with noisy, ambiguous, and conflicting data when perceiving the gravitational environment. Using this framework, we were able to explain the systematic errors in gravity perception that subjects show when tilted (Alberts et al. 2016; Clemens et al. 2011; De Vrijer et al. 2008 ) but also the systematic errors in gravity perception when vision provides conflicting cues (Alberts et al. 2016; Vingerhoets et al. 2009 ). This probabilistic framework further explains changes in verticality perception due to sensory reweighting when sensory noise levels change because of aging, disease (Alberts et al. 2016; Anson and Jeka 2016; Clemens et al. 2011) , or artificial manipulations (Mars et al. 2001; Santos-Pontelli et al. 2016; Volkening et al. 2014 ). Here we assess the role of sensory reweighting in response to complete, but gradually acquired, loss of bilateral vestibular function in a homogeneous group of DFNA9 patients.
DFNA9 is a progressive autosomal dominant vestibulocochlear disorder, resulting in hearing impairment and vestibular function loss (Cremers et al. 2005; Huygen et al. 1989 Huygen et al. , 1991 Verhagen et al. 2000) . Histopathology in advanced disease shows severe atrophy of cochlear and vestibular nerve endings due to an acidophilic mucopolysaccharide deposit, identified in the cochlea and macula (Verhagen et al. 2000) . These patients further show neuroepithelial and neural degeneration in the inner ear (Robertson et al. 2006 ). The DFNA9 mutation does not affect the proprioceptive or visual system and the functioning of the brain.
Measuring visual dependence is a method used to characterize vestibular patients. It has been shown that patients with vestibular areflexia are more affected by visual cues when reporting the gravitational vertical (Bronstein 1999; Bronstein et al. 1996; Grabherr et al. 2011; Guerraz et al. 2001; Lopez et al. 2007 ). These studies reported that optokinetic roll stimuli and static frames induce stronger biases in the percept of vertical in vestibular patients than in healthy control subjects, as though patients rely more on visual information. Likewise, functional imaging studies have illustrated enhanced cortical visual activation in such patients (Cutfield et al. 2014; Dieterich et al. 2007) . Patients with vestibular areflexia also rely more on cervical proprioceptive, body somatosensory, and other nonvestibular signals. For example, cervical-ocular reflex gains are increased (Bronstein and Hood 1986; Gresty et al. 1977; Huygen et al. 1991; Kasai and Zee 1978) and vibration of the cervical muscles induces a stronger change in head-onbody orientation percept in patients compared with healthy control subjects (Popov et al. 1996) . In 2015, we demonstrated a stronger reliance on somatosensory cues when DFNA9 patients had to report their body orientation in space in darkness, and thus without visual cues (Alberts et al. 2015) .
Thus we suggested that DFNA9 patients have learned to compensate for the loss of direct vestibular cues by increasing reliance on visual and other nonvestibular cues (Alberts et al. 2015; Huygen et al. 1989 Huygen et al. , 1991 Huygen and Verhagen 2011) . Although behavioral and imaging studies hint at a reweighting of these remaining sensory cues, a thorough model-based quantification of this reweighting is lacking. Estimation of the weights requires a good quantitative measure of variability. It is well known that adjustment methods, even though easy and intuitively appealing approaches, are subjective and can produce unreliable results (see Lewis 2015; Merfeld 2011 for further considerations).
Here we fill this gap in the literature by combining experimental psychophysics with a reverse engineering approach to quantify sensory reweighting in individual DFNA9 patients and healthy control subjects. We use a rod-and-frame task, in combination with head tilt, to determine the contributions of visual, vestibular, and nonvestibular signals to gravity perception (Bagust 2005; Beh et al. 1971; Beh and Wenderoth 1972; Mars et al. 2004; Matin and Li 1995; Witkin and Asch 1948) . On the basis of optimal Bayesian inference principles we reverse engineered the noise characteristics of the sensory modalities and quantified the weights of the visual and nonvestibular cues for individual patients (and control subjects). This personalized quantification may contribute to development of rehabilitation programs that are tailored to and based on the patient's sensory weight distribution.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects.
A homogeneous group of 16 naive bilateral vestibular areflexic patients (13 women, 3 men; age 65.1 Ϯ 8.0 yr) and 16 healthy age-matched control subjects (13 women, 3 men; age 58.4 Ϯ 10.5 yr) participated in the experiment. All patients showed complete loss of vestibular function due to a hereditary progressive vestibulocochlear dysfunction caused by a COCH gene mutation (DFNA9) (Verhagen et al. 2000) . While the patients in this study are from different families, a common ancestor is likely (Fransen et al. 2001) . Although vestibular function was completely lost, patients still had a small amount of remaining auditory function, enhanced by hearing aids (n ϭ 7) or restored by cochlear implants (n ϭ 7 on right side, n ϭ 2 on left side). Typically, vestibular loss precedes total hearing loss in DFNA9, and from the age of 54 yr onward all patients show bilateral vestibular areflexia (Bischoff et al. 2005) . Performance on vestibular tests is described below (see Vestibular testing). Integrity of the vestibular system in control subjects was not clinically tested, but subjects reported being free of any known vestibular or other neurological disorders. One patient suffered from diabetes mellitus with a mild polyneuropathy, but the other patients had no additional neurological abnormalities. All subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision. Both groups, patients and control subjects, gave written informed consent to the guidelines of the local ethics committee of the Social Sciences Faculty of Radboud University, which approved the study. Before the experiment, subjects were carefully instructed about the different tasks. Subjects never received feedback about their performance.
Vestibular testing. Table 1 reports the findings of several clinical tests performed to confirm complete vestibular loss. In some patients we did not perform all tests, but they could be classified as having bilateral vestibular areflexia on the basis of DNA testing and physical examination, taking their age also into account (Bischoff et al. 2005) .
Besides genetic confirmation through mutation analysis of the COCH gene, we performed various otolith tests, canal tests, and indirect vestibular tests. Otolith function was tested by rotating patients at constant velocity during 4-cm eccentric off-axis rotation (i.e., the head's rotation axis was 4 cm lateral to the center of the interaural axis in the direction of the ear). Absence of ocular counterroll indicated a complete loss of the otolith signal. Furthermore, myogenic potentials due to bone vibration of the head were recorded by surface EMG electrodes underneath the eyes (oVEMP) and at the sternocleidomastoid muscles (cVEMP, both air conducted and bone conducted). Loss of both utricular (oVEMP) and saccular (cVEMP) function was confirmed by the absence of myogenic potentials. Absence of ocular counterrolling (OCR) when the head was statically tilted on the trunk to 25°confirmed these observations.
Absence of postrotary nystagmus responses during velocity step tests, with rotational velocities of 90°/s and 250°/s, indicated complete loss of the lateral semicircular canal. This was confirmed by absence of induced reactive eye movements during caloric tests, which were performed with 30-s irrigation with 150 -200 cm 3 of water at 30°C and 44°C sequentially. We also performed the head impulse test (Weber et al. 2008) , which showed no catch-up saccades after head rotation as a sign of semicircular canal paresis. In addition to testing the vestibular system directly, the present study also reports increases in optokinetic response gain and cervical ocular reflex gain in the patients who underwent these tests, both indicative of compensatory mechanisms for complete vestibular loss (Huygen et al. 1989 (Huygen et al. , 1991 Huygen and Verhagen 2011) . Setup. Subjects were seated in a chair in front of an OLED TV screen (LG 55EA8809, 123 cm ϫ 69 cm, 1,920 ϫ 1,080 pixels, refresh rate 60 Hz) and were asked to position the head in one of three predefined roll orientations (termed upright and 15°or 30°right-eardown head tilt conditions). An adjustable head cushion was used to support the roll-tilt of the head while the body remained upright. Head-in-space orientation was monitored several times per session with a digital angle meter. Experiments took place in complete darkness. Subjects were seated 95 cm in front of the screen, and the frame and rod were presented with a luminance of 0.23 cd/m 2 . Subjects' responses were recorded with a button box.
Experimental procedure. Figure 1A provides a schematic illustration of the task. Stimuli were presented in gray on a black background. Each trial started by presentation of a square frame of 18.3 ϫ 18.3°v isual angle (31.5 ϫ 31.5 cm), with a line width of 0.2°visual angle. The orientation of the displayed frame was randomly chosen from a set of 18 angles between Ϫ45°and ϩ40°in intervals of 5°. After 250 ms, a luminous rod (angular subtense 12.6°and width 0.2°) was briefly flashed for 33 ms (i.e., 2 frames) in the center of the frame. The rod orientation was randomly selected from a set of nine conditionspecific rod orientations (upright: Ϫ12°, Ϫ8°, Ϫ5°, Ϫ2°, 0, 2°, 5°, 8°, and 12°; 15°and 30°head tilt: Ϫ15°, Ϫ10°, Ϫ5°, Ϫ2°, 0, 2°, 5°, 10°, and 15°) centered on the separately measured subjective visual vertical (dark SVV, see below). We chose to extend this range in the 15°a nd 30°head-tilt conditions because previous experiments (including our own) have shown that subjects become more variable with larger head tilts (Alberts et al. 2015; Clemens et al. 2011; Tarnutzer et al. 2010) . Subjects indicated whether they perceived the orientation of the rod as rotated clockwise or counterclockwise from the gravitational vertical by pressing the right or left button of a button box, respectively. Subjects were asked to respond as fast as possible. After the response, the frame disappeared and the screen turned black for 500 ms before the next trial started. Combinations of frame and rod orientation were presented pseudorandomly, with each set containing one repetition of each combination. In total, 10 sets were tested, yielding 1,620 trials per condition, i.e., per head orientation. Preceding this experimental procedure, the perceived orientation of upright in the absence of the frame, the dark SVV, was measured in all three head-tilt conditions. Subjects were presented with 10 sets of nine randomly ordered rod orientations (Ϫ12°, Ϫ8°, Ϫ5°, Ϫ2°, 0, 2°, 5°, 8°, and 12°) centered on the true gravitational vertical, yielding a total of 90 trials. In each trial, subjects had to indicate whether the orientation of the rod was rotated clockwise or counterclockwise from the gravitational vertical by pressing the right or left button of a button box, respectively. We also estimated the dark SVV by looking at the orientation at which the subject responded 50% left and 50% right. We used this dark SVV as the orientation relative to which the condition-specific rod orientations were presented in the actual rodand-frame tasks, described above.
Psychophysical analysis. Clockwise frame and rod orientations were defined as positive. For each frame orientation, the proportion of clockwise responses as a function of rod orientation was computed. A psychometric curve was fitted through these proportions with a cumulative Gaussian function in MATLAB (Wichmann and Hill 2001) :
in which x represents the rod orientation in space and the lapse rate, accounting for individual stimulus-independent errors. The mean of the Gaussian and the standard deviation of the Gaussian account for subjects' perceived orientation of gravity (i.e., the bias) and response variability, respectively. Fits were performed adopting the method of maximum likelihood estimation using the MATLAB routine "fminsearch." Sensory integration model. To provide a theoretical framework that can explain the observed bias and variability of the perceived gravity direction in the three conditions, we used a Bayesian multisensory integration model to explain the individual responses of the subject (Alberts et al. 2016 ). Here this model is fit to the subject's response 
Head-in-space
Head-in -space Fig. 1 . A: experimental procedure of the rod-and-frame task. After presentation of a square frame for 250 ms, a rod is briefly (33 ms) flashed within the frame. When the rod disappears, the square remains visible until the subject responds as to whether the rod was rotated CW or CCW from upright. A 500-ms black screen is presented before the start of a new trial. B: schematic representation of the Bayesian model for verticality perception. For an optimal estimate of head-in-space orientation, used in the rod-and-frame task, the model integrates the global visual context ( R ) together with vestibular/nonvestibular information (H S ) and prior information (H P ) that the head is usually upright. Sensory signals are assumed to be accurate but contaminated with noise (visual: ver , hor ; vestibular/nonvestibular: ␣ HS , ␤ HS ; prior: HP ). The perceived orientation of the rod in space is then obtained by coordinate transforming the optimal estimate of head-in-space orientation with the eye-in-head orientation (uncompensated ocular counterroll, A OCR ) and the line-on-eye orientation (assumed to be veridical).
data to reverse engineer the noise properties of the sensory signals and quantify the reweighting of visual and nonvestibular cues at the individual patient level. Figure 1B shows a schematic representation of the model, specifying optimal integration of visual, vestibular, and/or nonvestibular and prior knowledge information about head-in-space orientation. We first describe how the model works in the absence of visual contextual cues. To provide an estimate of head-in-space orientation, the brain can rely on vestibular information (only healthy control subjects) and nonvestibular information (patients and healthy control subjects), such as neck proprioceptive signals (Fig. 1B) . Following our previous work (Alberts et al. 2016; Clemens et al. 2011) , we assumed that the head-in-space signal (H S ) provided by the vestibular and/or nonvestibular sensors is accurate but contaminated with noise. The magnitude of this noise ( HS ) increases linearly with roll-tilt angle and is described as
in which ␤ HS is the noise level when seated upright and ␣ HS the proportional increase of the noise level with tilt angle H S . In addition to vestibular and/or nonvestibular head-in-space information, the model further assumes that the brain uses prior experience that the head is most often upright (Clemens et al. 2011; De Vrijer et al. 2008; Eggert 1998; MacNeilage et al. 2007; Vingerhoets et al. 2009 ). This is modeled by a Gaussian prior centered at 0°head-in-space orientation, with standard deviation HP.
To explain rod-and-frame effects, the model needs a stage to incorporate visual information. This can be either local (the orientation of the rod and the frame) or global (frame-induced head-in-space orientation) visual information. Noise on the local visual information is assumed to be negligible compared with the other sources. As to the global visual information, the model assumes that contextual cues are mainly extracted from the four cardinal directions of the frame (Vingerhoets et al. 2009 ). While in Vingerhoets et al. (2009) we assumed equal noise levels for the horizontal and vertical frame cues, in Alberts et al. (2016) we assumed and confirmed nonequal contributions of the cardinal axes based on the finding that the peak influence of the frame is biased to the vertical cardinal direction. This contextual information is modeled as a sum of four von Mises distributions, with one peak at the true frame orientation in retinal coordinates ( R ) and the other peaks at 90°intervals:
in which 2 is a normalization factor, denotes the four different cardinal directions of the frame (0°, 90°, 180°, 270°), is the concentration parameter, and I 0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind with order zero. The concentration parameter ( Ϸ 1/ 2 ) of the four von Mises distributions is inversely related to the noise of the vertical ( ver 2 ) and horizontal ( hor 2 ) cardinal directions and depends on the rate of increase/decrease of these noise levels () with rotation of the frame.
The rate at which 1 decreases and 2 increases is determined by decline parameter , which ranges between 0 and 1. The horizontal and vertical components of this contextual prior are indistinguishable at 45°( R ϭ 45°), and therefore 1 and 2 become the same.
To estimate the head-in-space orientation, the model uses Bayes' rule to integrate optimally visual contextual information with prior knowledge and nonvestibular/vestibular information. The head-inspace orientation follows from the mean of the posterior distribution. The perceived orientation of the rod in space is then obtained by correcting for the eye-in-head position (uncompensated ocular coun-terroll, A OCR ). For a more detailed description of the mathematics, including the Bayesian optimal integration, we refer the reader to Alberts et al. (2016) .
Model fitting. The above model contains eight free parameters (␣ HS , ␤ HS , HP , A OCR , ver , hor , , and a lapse rate ⑄) that were estimated simultaneously based on responses from all three conditions (see Alberts et al. 2016 for details on our fitting procedure). While the model was optimized based on the concentration parameters, for convenience we also converted them to sigmas ( ver and hor ), which are easier to interpret ( Ϸ 1/ 2 ). Note that a single lapse rate, ⑄, was incorporated to account for lapses in the responses of the subject. In total, the eight free parameters had to be reverse engineered from 4,860 stimuli and responses (3 conditions ϫ 18 frame orientations ϫ 9 line orientations ϫ 10 repetitions). We fitted the model by maximizing the likelihood of the data in relation to these free parameters. Optimal parameters were obtained by minimizing the negative likelihood function with the MATLAB routine "fmincon" (Alberts et al. 2016; Clemens et al. 2011 ). This optimization routine imposes constraints on the parameter values, keeping them in a behaviorally and physiologically realistic range (see Table 2 ). This routine was repeated three times with different initial starting values to make sure that the minimization procedure found a global minimum rather than a local minimum. Standard deviations of the fitted parameter values were obtained by performing 100 bootstrap runs. For each run, 4,860 stimuli (reflecting the size of the data set) and responses were randomly sampled with replacement from the raw data, keeping the number of trials from each condition equal. Sensory weights were computed with estimates of the sensory and prior variability.
Statistics. All analyses were performed off-line with MATLAB and SPSS. We performed t-tests to test for differences in parameter values between groups. A two-way paired univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) with subject as a random factor was used to compare the effect of group (patients vs. control subjects) and orientation (upright, 15°or 30°head tilt) on sensory weight.
RESULTS
Psychometric results. Figure 2A shows the proportion of clockwise (CW) responses in the upright condition plotted against each rod orientation for three exemplar frame orientations [20°counterclockwise (CCW), upright, and 20°CW] in a representative patient and an age-matched healthy control subject. When the frame is displayed upright ( Fig. 2A, center) , both the patient and the healthy control subject show high probabilities of CW responses for large CW rod orientations (positive angles) and low probabilities of CW responses for large CCW rod orientations (negative angles). Around a rod orientation of 0°their responses are near chance level, suggesting they are virtually unbiased. The response variability, i.e., the range of rod orientations over which they transition from CCW to CW responses, seems larger for the patient than for the control subject. We fit psychometric curves to quantify the bias and response variability.
Indeed, psychometric curves of both the patient and the healthy control subject show near-zero biases when the frame is upright (see dashed lines at crossing 50% CW response and psychometric curve in Fig. 2A ; patient: ϭ Ϫ0.9°, control subject: ϭ 0.2°). The psychometric curves also confirm that response variability, reflected by the steepness of the curve, is higher for the patient than for the control subject (patient: ϭ 3.6°, control subject: ϭ 1.0°). When the frame is rotated to Ϯ20°( Fig. 2A, left and right) , both the patient and the control subject perceive the gravitational vertical shifted in the direction of the frame orientation.
This bias is larger for the patient ( ϭ Ϫ10.9°and ϭ 5.5°) compared with the control subject ( ϭ Ϫ2.0°and ϭ 1.5°), reflecting the increased reliance on visual context as indicator of upright by the patient. Note that the slope of the psychometric curves decreases with larger frame orientation in both the patient and the control subject, which means that their response variability has increased compared with upright. Figure 2 , B and C, shows the psychometrically assessed biases (Fig. 2B) and variabilities (Fig. 2C ) for all frame orientations in the representative patient and control subject, for all three head-tilt conditions. The patient's and control subject's bias patterns show the shift of perceived gravitational vertical in the direction of the frame for intermediate frame orientations, but this shift is much larger for the patient. Also note that the patient's bias pattern does not change much when the head is tilted, whereas the control subject shows an increased magnitude of the pattern. Furthermore, the patient's response variability is lowest when the frame is upright and increases for larger frame orientations, in all three conditions. This increase of variability with frame orientation seems larger for the larger head tilts. The variability of the control subject is much smaller than that of the patient, and the variability pattern changes with head tilt angle.
Bayesian optimal integration model. The solid lines in Fig.  2, B and C, represent the predicted biases and variabilities of the Bayesian optimal integration model after fitting it to the behavioral responses in all conditions simultaneously. In both the patient and the healthy control subject, the model captures bias and variability patterns quite well. Best-fit parameter values and their bootstrapped standard deviations (ϮSD) are listed in Table 2 (participants P15 and C15). Of note, the model also predicts unwarranted kinks in the biases for the 15°a nd 30°tilt conditions, at frame orientations Ϫ35°and Ϫ20°, respectively. Mathematically, these unrealistic kinks arise because of the transition of the contextual prior induced by the frame at 45°frame angles (in head coordinates) and its interaction with the upright prior. Figure 3 shows mean bias (Fig. 3A) and variability (Fig. 3B ) as a function of frame orientation across the group of patients (n ϭ 16) and the group of healthy control subjects (n ϭ 16). The mean data, including the standard deviation across subjects, resemble the data of the representative subjects in Fig. 2 , B and C. The mean prediction of the Bayesian optimal integration model is shown by the solid lines in Fig. 3 , with the shaded areas indicating the standard error across subjects. The model captures the bias data of both groups. The model also accounts for the increase in variability with larger frame orientations, as well as the increase with head tilt. The best-fit parameters and their bootstrapped SD values that are reverse engineered by fitting the model are shown in Table 2 . Fig. 3 are derived from the reverse-engineered parameters describing the properties of the underlying sensory systems (Table 2) . Parameter ␤ HS reflects the noise in the nonvestibular/vestibular sensors when the head is upright, and ␣ HS represents the linear change of this noise with tilt angle. In patients, ␤ HS ranges between 2.1°and 12.6°(excluding the upper limit values) and obviously only reflects a nonvestibular signal, i.e., neck proprioceptive noise. In healthy control subjects, ␤ HS ranges from 3.2°to 10.4°. The values for ␤ HS are not significantly different between the patients and their controls (P ϭ 0.31), showing that the patients' neck proprioceptive signal does not differ in precision from the combined precision of the vestibular and neck proprioceptive signal in control subjects. The tilt dependence of the nonvestibular/vestibular noise, signified by ␣ HS , is significantly positive for both patients (P Ͻ 0.001) and healthy control subjects (P ϭ 0.002) and does not differ between the two groups (P ϭ 0.11), so despite the absence of vestibular input for the vestibular areflexic patients, the noise characteristics of nonvestibular signals in patients cannot be dissociated from the noise characteristics of the integrated vestibular and nonvestibular signals in healthy control subjects. This means that the differences in variability between patients and control subjects, as shown in Figs. 2 and  3 , are a reflection of how these signals are integrated with visual context, which differs between the two groups, as we describe below. The visual contextual information of the frame, used as an indicator of upright, is captured by three parameters in the model. In Table 2 , we list the standard deviations of the vertical and horizontal von Mises distributions ( 2 Ϸ 1/) for the upright frame, captured by the vertical and horizontal noise levels, ver and hor , respectively. Parameter determines how these noise levels change with increasing tilt angle of the frame, ver and hor being equal for 45°frame tilt angle. In both groups, the noise in the vertical direction ( ver ) is smaller than that in the horizontal direction ( hor , P Ͻ 0.001); hence subjects base their visually based percept of verticality mainly on the vertical orientation of the frame. Interestingly, patients show a significantly narrower prior (smaller width) on the vertical context direction than healthy control subjects ( Fig. 4 and Table 2 ; P ϭ 0.01), suggesting they have a stronger reliance on vertical context being informative for gravity perception compared with control subjects. This is further confirmed by a significantly lower decline parameter value (, P ϭ 0.01) showing that the rate of increase in noise of this vertical contextual cue with frame orientation is lower than in healthy control subjects. Figure 4 summarizes these effects, showing how the vertical and horizontal contextual prior changes with frame orientation for both groups. Also, note that the noise of horizontal visual context is relatively constant in healthy control subjects, whereas the noise in patients is very high when the frame is upright. Parameter HP reflects the uncertainty in the a priori assumption about likely head orientations being around upright in space. This prior has a width Ͼ 4.9°and does not differ between patients and control subjects (P ϭ 0.06). Finally, the lapse rate () is small and does not differ between the groups (P ϭ 0.16).
Sensory weights. Based on the noise characteristics of the individual sensory modalities, captured by the parameters in Table 2 , the sensory weights for vertical visual context, nonvestibular/vestibular, and prior knowledge can be computed in all conditions. Figure 5A shows the distribution of these weights for patients (Fig. 5A, top) and control subjects (Fig.  5A, bottom) , with the shaded areas indicating the standard error across subjects. In both groups, the weight for vertical visual context is highest when the frame is aligned with gravity in the upright condition (Fig. 5A, left) . Because of an increase of uncertainty about the vertical context with larger frame orientations (see model), this contextual weight decreases. Consequently, the weights of prior knowledge and nonvestibular/ vestibular signals increase with frame orientation because their noise levels do not depend on frame orientation. When the head is tilted, the weight distribution is shifted along the frame orientation axis. This shift can be explained by a shift in perceived orientation of upright for the dark SVV (i.e., vertical perception without visual context); when the head is roll-tilted in darkness, perception of upright is no longer aligned with the true gravitational vertical. This means that an upright frame is no longer corresponding to the perceived orientation of what is upright in darkness and therefore is not associated with the maximum visual contextual weight. The difference between the patients and control subjects is most prominent in the visual and nonvestibular weights. Figure  5B shows a condensed version of Fig. 5A , plotting the modality weights for the 0°frame orientation for the three head tilts. The plot clearly shows a higher visual weight for the patients compared with the control subjects, whereas the nonvestibular weight is smaller in magnitude. The nonvestibular weight decreases with head tilt because the noise levels of the nonvestibular sensory signals increase with tilt angle (␣ HS is larger than zero), in both patients and control subjects.
Repeated-measures ANOVAs with factors group and tilt angle on the weights of the three sensory signals revealed a significant tilt effect in all three weights [visual context: F (2,14) ϭ 24.3, P ϭ 0.000; (non)vestibular: F (2,14) ϭ 28.0, P ϭ 0.000; prior knowledge: F (2, 14) ϭ 15.6, P ϭ 0.000] and a significant group effect in the visual context weight [F (1, 15) ϭ 10.8, P ϭ 0.005] and the (non)vestibular weight [F (1,15) ϭ 14.1, P ϭ 0.002] but not the prior knowledge weight [F (1,15) ϭ 0.2, P ϭ 0.67]. There were no significant interaction effects. In conclusion, these results indicate that our patients rely more on visual context than healthy control subjects, despite the fact that their nonvestibular signals show similar noise characteristics as the combined vestibular and nonvestibular signals in the control subjects.
Individual differences. A strength of the reversed Bayesian engineering approach is that the weights can be established at the single-subject level. Figure 6 shows the visual weights as a function of the nonvestibular/vestibular weight in upright individuals. Note that the deviation from the diagonal reflects the weight given to the prior. The average weight across participants is shown with a cross in Fig. 6 . Data of most patients (Fig. 6, left) lie in the top left part of the graph, indicative of a high visual context weight. However, there are also two patients with a low visual weight and a high nonvestibular weight, hence neck proprioceptive weight. Data of healthy control subjects (Fig. 6, right) mostly lie in the bottom right part of the graph, indicative of a high combined vestibular and nonvestibular weight. Since their vestibular signal is still intact, they mainly rely on their internal model of what is upright and are influenced less by visual contextual cues.
DISCUSSION
Using a rod-and-frame task, we studied sensory processing in a homogeneous group of patients with DFNA9, with severe hearing impairment and vestibular areflexia caused by a mutation in the COCH gene. The percept of vertical in these patients shows larger biases in the direction of the visual frame and increased variability compared with a group of age-and sex-matched healthy control subjects. We reverse engineered the noise characteristics of the (remaining) sensory signals, based on optimal Bayesian inference principles, for the individual patients and control subjects. By computing the sensory weights from the individual noise characteristics, we showed that on average patients had a 20 -40% increase of the visual weight, confirming the hypothesis that the remaining sensory cues are reweighted after vestibular loss.
Relation to previous work. The present results contribute to an emerging literature suggesting that psychophysical testing can offer insights into peripheral and central vestibular processing not available from standard testing (Lewis 2015) . Our approach finds origin in Clemens et al. (2011) , in which we estimated the contributions of the various sensory systems in spatial orientation of healthy subjects by testing the perception of both body tilt and the visual vertical. While both tasks require integration of the same sensory signals, their different task constraints impose different interactions between the signals, which was exploited to estimate the sensory contributions to spatial orientation in healthy subjects (see also Guerraz et al. 1998; Tarnutzer et al. 2010) . In Clemens et al. (2011) we showed that healthy subjects rely mostly on vestibular signals when upright, reverting to an increased reliance on body somaesthetics for larger tilts, which was attributed to the increased vestibular noise. In Alberts et al. (2015) we used the same two tasks to test spatial orientation in bilateral vestibular patients, suggesting that nonvestibular signals could substitute for vestibular input. To investigate the visual contribution to spatial orientation, we performed the rod-and-frame task under different head and body orientations (Vingerhoets et al. 2009 ). In that study, we introduced a Bayesian inference model to explain the observed adjustment data, conceiving the visual frame contribution as a distribution of four equally probable head-in-space orientations. This was followed up in Alberts et al. (2016) , in which we developed a psychometric version of this task and extended the model with factors to weigh the cardinal frame axes, to account for visual reliability changes, and included uncompensated ocular counterroll (see De Vrijer et al. 2009 ). Using this model, we showed that subjects flexibly weigh visual panoramic and vestibular information based on their orientation-dependent reliability, explaining the observed verticality biases and the associated response variabilities (Alberts et al. 2016 ). In the present study, we took this model to demonstrate the reweighting of visual panoramic and nonvestibular information in bilateral vestibular areflexia patients.
Sensory substitution in patients with bilateral vestibular loss. The present psychophysical findings of larger rod-andframe biases and increased response variabilities for roll-tilted frames in our patients are in line with previous clinical reports of increased reliance on visual cues in spatial orientation tasks (Bronstein 1999; Bronstein et al. 1996; Cutfield et al. 2014; Dieterich et al. 2007; Grabherr et al. 2011; Guerraz et al. 2001; Lopez et al. 2007) . Typically, these studies used adjustment tasks to measure the percept of verticality in the presence of a square frame or a rotating disk, showing that these stimuli have stronger effects on the direction of vertical in patients than in healthy control subjects. Whether this increased visual reliance was due to sensory reweighting could not be established by these studies because of the lack of both a quantitative framework and psychophysical measurements. It is likely that the reweighting of visual and nonvestibular cues in verticality perception is the effect of sensory substitution in the brain, since our group of homogeneous DFNA9 patients show no response in vestibular tests (see Table 1 ) years after bilateral vestibular areflexia was identified. This idea is confirmed by clinical studies showing sensory substitution in vestibular tasks without visual cues (Alberts et al. 2015; Bronstein and Hood 1986; Cutfield et al. 2014; Gresty et al. 1977; Huygen et al. 1991; Huygen and Verhagen 2011; Kasai and Zee 1978) . As monkey studies have shown, this substitution may already arise at the first stages of vestibular processing, the vestibular nuclei, where interaction with visual and somatosensory signals takes place (Cullen 2014; Jamali et al. 2014; Sadeghi et al. 2012) . Therefore the clinically important observation in DFNA9 patients is that they have been able to compensate for the missing vestibular input, i.e., the estimated nonvestibular signal in the patients was of a precision similar to the combined vestibular and nonvestibular signal in the controls. While these similarities may have been accomplished through sensory substitution, our reverse engineering approach further revealed an enhanced reliance on the vertical visual contextual cues (see Table 2 ), which increases at a lower rate with frame orientations than in healthy control subjects (as indicated by parameter in the model). This is another novel observation with clinical relevance that could only be inferred with our computational approach. Of course, this increased reliance on vision by the patients, as indicator of what is upright, causes a larger bias when the cardinal directions of the frame are no longer aligned with the gravitational vertical. In natural conditions, however, visual contextual cues are mainly aligned with the true vertical or horizontal direction (Coppola et al. 1998; Girshick et al. 2011; van der Schaaf and van Hateren 1996; Wei and Stocker 2015) , so a smart compensation strategy may rely on these cues, to also serve in many other tasks that involve balance control.
Neurophysiological implications. The idea of sensory reweighting has been widely established in behavioral tasks, but few studies have looked at visual-vestibular reweighting in the brain. Behavioral studies have suggested that the visual-vestibular interactions in the rod-and-frame task are the result of visual contextual information being interpreted as a head-inspace orientation signal, which is combined with a vestibular head-in-space signal to provide a percept of the gravitational vertical Matin 2005a, 2005b; Matin and Li 1995; Vingerhoets et al. 2009) . At the neurophysiological level, Laurens et al. (2016) reported gravity orientation tuning in the thalamus, which may be involved in some of this processing. The parieto-insular cortex, which receives projections from the thalamus, has been implicated in vestibular-based perception of verticality (Brandt and Dieterich 1999) . Recent imaging and TMS studies have identified the right superior parietal lobule for the integration of visual contextual information in the perceived gravity reference frame, mediated by reciprocal inhibitory connections between the early visual areas and the right temporal parietal junction (Fiori et al. 2015; Lester and Dassonville 2014; Walter and Dassonville 2008) . The latter suggests that if the internal representation of the gravitational vertical (based on vestibular and nonvestibular cues) is less reliable, this will reduce the inhibition of the visual contextual representation. As a result, visual contextual information drives the right superior parietal lobule more strongly in patients compared with healthy control subjects. Here we propose a possible computational mechanism underlying the existing behavioral and neurophysiological data, by showing that our Bayesian optimal integration model is able to explain visualvestibular interactions in the rod-and-frame task in both patients and control subjects.
Implications for vestibular rehabilitation. Symptoms of vestibular decline are initially reduced based on a process called vestibular adaptation (Cullen et al. 2009; Curthoys 2000; Kitahara et al. 1998; Tjernström et al. 2016 ) in which, for example, asymmetries in vestibular activity are compensated by cerebellar modulations. However, vestibular function is not restored, and sensory reweighting (or substitution when the sense is completely lost) is needed to reoptimize verticality perception. Often, this process of reweighting (or substitution) is suboptimal and vestibular rehabilitation programs that promote these mechanisms are needed. They focus on recognizing and training the use of other senses to resolve debilitating symptoms after the loss of vestibular functioning (Deveze et al. 2014; Hillier and McDonnell 2011; McCall and Yates 2011) .
To further optimize the rehabilitation process, it is important to correctly assess the remaining sensory functioning and the weighting of the different sensors at an individual subject level. Several randomized, prospective studies have documented that vestibular exercises improve postural stability and decrease subjective complaints of dizziness in patients with acute or chronic vestibular hypofunction (McDonnell and Hillier 2015) . Vestibular exercises improve visual acuity during head movements or decrease complaints of oscillopsia in these patients (Herdman et al. 2003) . So far, it has remained difficult to measure the specific weighting of sensory cues in a comfortable way. Here we show that the simple rod-and-frame task can serve as an instrument to quantify sensory (re)weighting at the single-subject level (Fig. 6) . For actual clinical use of this tool, various aspects need to be optimized, from stimulus design, to data recording, test duration, and data analytics. Yet, if successful, such a tool will be able to track the quality of sensory systems across the life span, addressing the risk factors and signaling when (older) people and patients may be in need of additional care or training programs to keep living an active life. In the same vein, such a tool could be used to evaluate the relative benefits of balance prostheses (Guinand et al. 2016) or other sensory restoration devices.
With an individualized assessment, rehabilitation therapies can be tailored toward specific training programs. For example, for balance training exercises (Herdman 2013) , our results suggest that patients with a larger visual weight will benefit more from a training tailored toward using visual context as a replacement for the vestibular signal that provides head orientation in space, whereas patients with low visual weight will benefit more from somatosensory training. This weight distribution could shift over time, i.e., when the disease progresses. Therefore, on the basis of the present findings, we recommend individualized rehabilitation programs that are based on an assessment of sensory reweighting over time. An additional advantage of this individualized assessment is that rehabilitation programs can be evaluated on their efficiency by quantifying the sensory weighting in combination with performance measures at the start and end of the program.
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